Understanding ventriculo-arterial coupling
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Abstract: In the late 19th century, Otto Frank published the first description of a ventricular pressure-volume diagram, thus laid the foundation for modern cardiovascular physiology. Since then, the analysis of the pressure-volume loops became a reference tool for the study of the ventricular pump properties. However, understanding cardiovascular performance requires both the evaluation of ventricular properties and the modulating effects of the arterial system, since the heart and the arterial tree are anatomically and functionally related structures. The study of the coupling between the cardiac function and the properties of the arterial system, or ventriculo-arterial (VA) coupling, provides then a comprehensive characterization of the performance of the cardiovascular system in both health and disease. The assessment of cardiovascular function is an essential element of the hemodynamic evaluation of critically ill patients. Both left and right ventricular dysfunction and arterial system disturbances are frequent in these patients. Since VA coupling ultimately defines de performance and efficiency of the cardiovascular system, the analysis of the interaction between the heart and the arterial system could offer a broader perspective of the hemodynamic disorders associated with common conditions, such as septic shock, heart failure, or right ventricular dysfunction. Moreover, this analysis could also provide valuable information about their pathophysiological mechanisms and may help to determine the best therapeutic strategy to correct them. In this review, we will describe the basic principles of the VA coupling assessment, its limitations, and the most common methods for its estimation at the bedside. Then, we will summarize the current knowledge of the application of VA coupling in critically ill patients and suggest some recommendations for further research.
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Introduction

The concept of ventriculo-arterial (VA) coupling has been around for more than 30 years but has recently gained popularity in the critical care setting (1). This concept emerges from the logical notion that the heart and the arterial system are inherently related as they are anatomically and functionally linked structures (2). Coupling refers, therefore, to the pumping action of the heart when connected to the load opposed by the arterial system (3). From this perspective, the concept of VA coupling offers several potential benefits for the analysis of the cardiovascular system. It allows us to define the behavior of the heart and the arterial system as an interconnected system and not as isolated structures, but it also provides a valuable method for assessing cardiovascular performance relating both cardiac and arterial functions (4). The evaluation of the interaction of...
cardiac contractility with the arterial system would provide a more comprehensive understanding of the cardiovascular function and cardiac energetics, not only on the disease but also in normal physiological states (5). For example, age-dependent increased in vascular stiffening is a known physiological phenomenon and the consequence of the widening of arterial pulse pressure in the elderly (6). This age-related increase in vascular stiffening is associated with a compensatory change in left ventricular (LV) structure at rest, which maintains the normal coupling between the heart and the arterial system but with a decreased cardiovascular reserve during exercise (6,7). Moreover, these changes are further enhanced by comorbidities, such as arterial hypertension, diabetes, and kidney disease (8). On the other hand, the hemodynamic disorders in septic shock are characterized by a loss of peripheral vasomotor tone and cardiac dysfunction. Septic patients exhibit an abnormal ventriculo-arterial interaction mainly because of an impaired LV performance (9), and this situation seems to be related to a poor prognosis (10). Defining how the heart interacts with the arterial system in this condition would allow us to better describe the cardiovascular dysfunction associated with sepsis and, eventually, it may help us to determine the best therapeutic strategy.

In this review, we will first define the basic principles for understanding the VA coupling concept, how to interpret the pressure-volume diagrams for analyzing its main components, and how to estimate it using non-invasive methods. We will also briefly summarize the current evidence on the use of the VA coupling in critically ill patients and try to justify why the assessment of the interaction between the heart and the arterial system may be an essential element to consider in this setting.

### General principles of ventriculo-arterial coupling

#### Assessment of ventriculo-arterial coupling

The evaluation of the interaction between the heart and the arterial system requires first that both ventricular systolic function and systemic arterial properties must be expressed in the same units. The work of Sunagawa and coworkers characterized the ventricular contractile function as the slope end-systolic ventricular pressure-volume relation, and the arterial system properties as the effective arterial elastance (Ea) (11). Both terms have the dimensions of elastance (i.e., the change in pressure for a change in volume). While Ees represents the cardiac contractility, Ea expresses all the extracardiac forces opposing to ventricular ejection or arterial load. Therefore, the interaction between the cardiac contractility and the arterial system can be easily analyzed as the ratio of Ea to Ees (2).

While cardiac function is usually represented in the Frank-Starling curve, the ventricular pressure-volume (PV) relation also provides a complete characterization of cardiac pump performance. This PV diagram, or PV loop, is created combining the simultaneous measurements of the intraventricular pressure and volume obtained during one or several comparable cardiac beats (Figure 1). In this PV loop, it is possible to identify the different stages of the cardiac cycle and derive some essential parameters
of the intrinsic ventricular pump properties (12,13). If we were able to obtain the pressure and volume from the right and left ventricles simultaneously, that would allow us to construct right and left PV loops and easily show some of the apparent differences between the two ventricles (Figure 2). For example, in the right ventricle (RV), the pressure generated is significantly lower than in the left ventricle (LV). In the RV, all the ventricular ejection virtually occurs after reaching the systolic pressure because of the low pulmonary afterload, which makes the shape of the RV PV loop less rectangular than on the left side. Moreover, if we now decrease progressively cardiac preload, as during the inflation of a balloon in the inferior vena cava, we can describe different PV loops for various levels of cardiac preload (Figure 3). The straight line connecting the end-systolic PV points or points at maximum elastance (red points in Figure 3) represents the end-systolic PV relationship (ESPVR). Its slope is named the maximal ventricular elastance, or Ees. The ESPVR also has an intercept with the volume axis called \( V_0 \), which represents the hypothetical unstressed volume of the ventricle. Ees defines the contractile state of the ventricle, and it is relatively insensitive to loading conditions (14). Therefore, when ventricular contractility changes, Ees

---

**Figure 2** Simultaneous right and left ventricular pressure-volume (PV) loops during an inferior vena cava occlusion. Simultaneous recording of right and left ventricular volumes (blue line) and pressures (red line), from which pressure-volume loops were constructed (top, black lines). The dashed green lines represent the end-systolic and end-diastolic pressure-volume relationships (ESPVR and EDPVR), respectively.
changes proportionally (Figure 4). The exponential curve fit connecting the end-diastolic pressure-volume points (blue points in Figure 3) also depicts the end-diastolic PV relationship (EDPVR), which characterizes the passive viscoelastic properties of the ventricle in diastole (15).

The theoretical framework for ESPVR and EDPVR arises from time-varying elastance model of the ventricle, also named as E(t), which defines the heart as a dynamic chamber that varies its stiffness during the cardiac cycle (16):

$$E(t) = \frac{P(t)}{V(t) - V_0}$$  \[1\]

Where P(t) and V(t) are the instantaneous ventricular pressure and volume, respectively. This model describes the ventricle as an elastic chamber that actively increases its stiffness during systole (with a maximum at the end of the systole) and decreases it with the onset of diastole. E(t) is theoretically insensitive to loading conditions but altered by changes in contractility (17) (Figure 5). The elegance of this model lies in the fact that, if the ventricular PV analysis describes most of the features of the mechanical properties of the ventricle, the ESPVR and EDPVR define its boundaries.

While Ees represents the ventricular contractility, Ea is an integrative measure of the arterial system properties (11). Ea, however, should not be considered as a direct measure of the arterial stiffness, but rather a variable integrating all the extracardiac factors impeding ventricular ejection. Ea, therefore, is a net measure of ventricular afterload or arterial load (18), and it was derived from the known 3-element Windkessel model:

$$Ea = R_T \left[ t_s + \tau \times (1 - e^{-t_s/\tau}) \right]$$  \[2\]

Where t_s and t_d are systolic and diastolic periods, respectively, R_T the total mean vascular resistance (peripheral resistance plus characteristic impedance), C the net arterial compliance, and \( \tau \) the diastolic time constant (11,19). However, Ea can be approximated as the slope of the arterial end-systolic pressure (P_es)-stroke volume (SV) relationship on the PV loop (Figure 3) (19). Therefore, Ea can also be calculated as (19):

$$Ea \approx \frac{P_es}{SV}$$  \[3\]

Changing ventricular afterload will cause Ea to change proportionally. If ventricular afterload increases, the P_es will rise while decreasing SV, and the ventricle will require to generate more pressure before opening the aortic valve (Figure 4).

Being Ea, therefore, a description of the afterload and Ees a measure of the ventricular systolic function, the Ea/Ees ratio becomes then the analytic expression of the interaction between the heart and the systemic vasculature or the VA coupling (Figure 3).

**Coupling ventriculo-arterial interaction with cardiac energetics**

Ventricular PV loop analysis also provides valuable information about cardiac energetics and insights about how VA coupling defines ventricular performance in physiological and pathophysiological states (20). If we integrate the area delimited by a PV loop, we can calculate the stroke work (SW) produced during a cardiac cycle.
Figure 4 Left ventricular pressure-volume (PV) loops showing the effects of contractility changes on Ees and afterload variations in Ea. (A) Cardiac contractility was increased with dobutamine and decreased with esmolol. The slope of the end-systolic PV relation (ESPVR) defines the end-systolic elastance (Ees, dashed colored lines) and the contractility performance at each stage. (B) Afterload was increased with phenylephrine and decreased with sodium nitroprusside. The lines connecting the end-diastolic volume and end-systolic pressure describes the effective arterial elastance at each stage (Ea, dotted colored lines).

The light blue area in Figure 6). The SW is the useful fraction of ventricular energy that is delivered to the arterial system for maintaining forward blood flow and providing adequate transport of oxygen and nutrients to peripheral organs. On the other hand, the triangular area defined by the ESPVR, EDPVR and the isovolumetric relaxation phase of the PV loop defines an area called potential energy (PE), which represents the ventricular energy that is dissipated as heat during isovolumetric relaxation (dark blue area in Figure 6). The total mechanical energy generated during systole for a given contractility and loading conditions is, therefore, the sum of the SW and PE, which is referred as the pressure-volume area (PVA). This PVA has been demonstrated to correlate linearly with myocardial oxygen consumption (MVO$_2$) (21). Therefore, if in any pump that uses energy the ratio of the useful work to the total energy consumed defines the efficiency of this pump, the efficiency of the ventricle can be expressed as the ratio between the useful ventricular mechanical work (SW) and the O$_2$ consumed as estimated by PVA:

\[
Ventricular\ efficiency \approx \frac{SW}{PVA} \quad [4]
\]

The main goal of the cardiovascular system is to provide adequate cardiac output to meet the metabolic requirements and generate sufficient blood pressure for allowing normal autoregulation of organ perfusion. Because of the interaction of the arterial system with the heart, a certain arterial pressure and cardiac output that maintain normal physiological functions can be achieved by different combinations of cardiac contractility and loading conditions (22). Theoretical analysis and experimental data have predicted that, under rest conditions, the cardiac function and arterial load are matched to maximize ventricular efficiency rather than SW (2,20). The VA coupling value associated with the optimum ventricular efficiency is usually close to 0.5 (20,23), which implies that the afterload related to the maximum efficiency for a given SW is lower than Ees (Ea =1/2 Ees). In non-physiological or stressful conditions, the ventricle sacrifices its efficiency to maximize SW, which makes equal the Ea to Ees (Ea/Ees =1). Therefore, the optimal combination of cardiac function and vascular system state that delivers the maximal mechanical energy transfer from the ventricle to the arterial tree is found when the ventricle and the arterial tree are matched (11,20,24). In other words, in normal physiological circumstances, the ventricle operates towards a metabolic optimization criterion by minimizing oxygen consumption and enhancing ventricular efficiency. Only when the cardiovascular system is under...
stressful conditions, the stroke work-maximization criterion prevailed, and both ventricular and arterial elastance are matched. Moreover, if the value of \( V_0 \) is neglected, a relationship between VA coupling and LV ejection fraction (LV EF) can be mathematically described (25):

\[
LV EF = \frac{E_{es}}{E_{es} + E_a} \quad [5]
\]

This expression of LV EF as a VA coupling parameter explains why the average LV EF value in healthy people is generally around 65%. As, in physiological conditions, the cardiovascular system works close to maximum LV efficiency, then the VA coupling should be equal to 0.5 (\( E_a = 1 \), \( E_{es} = 2 \)), and LV EF = 67% (25).

Practically speaking, VA uncoupling occurs when \( E_a \) exceeds the value of \( E_{es} \) (\( E_a/E_{es} > 1 \)), which results in a compromised myocardial SW and efficiency. If the primary mechanism leading to this condition is an \( E_a \) increase, then VA coupling will eventually depend on the basal myocardial contractility and its ability to compensate for the afterload mismatch. If the ventricular pump performance is able to cope with the increased afterload, VA coupling will be maintained at expenses of an impaired mechanical efficiency. This scenario characterizes the compensatory increase in \( E_{es} \) in response to the augmented \( E_a \) associated with normal aging and arterial hypertension (7). Changes in the structural and biochemical ventricular properties allow to increase \( E_{es} \) and preserve VA coupling despite a progressive increase in \( E_a \), but at expenses of limited exercise capacity. On the other hand, if the first event if a decreased \( E_{es} \), as in systolic heart failure or cardiogenic shock, the reduced myocardial performance will make the failing heart very sensitive to changes in \( E_a \). Any increase in \( E_a \) will significantly impair VA coupling and, any therapy aimed at reduced \( E_a \), such as the use of vasodilators, will substantially improve VA coupling and ventricular efficiency.

Later studies in humans have demonstrated the validity of these assumptions (5,26,27). However, considering that the usual VA coupling in healthy humans ranges from 0.6 to 1.2 (5,23,27,28), it is likely that the healthy cardiovascular system usually works close to both optimal SW and efficiency (28) and defends a constant VA coupling against physiological perturbations (23,29). Whatever the criteria adopted by the cardiovascular system, optimizing
metabolic efficiency or maximizing SW, it is clear that VA coupling represents a central determinant of cardiovascular performance and efficiency (5,11) and a powerful predictor of mortality (10,30,31).

Limitations of the VA coupling assessment

Although the assessment of VA coupling with the Ea/Ees framework has proved its usefulness for the understanding of several physiological and pathophysiological processes, it also has a few potential limitations. First, the use of Ea as an index for characterizing the arterial system is a simplification of the aortic input impedance. Aortic impedance represents the best description of the ventricular afterload and defines the pulsatile pressure-flow relationship in the frequency domain (32). Since the evaluation of the VA coupling requires the expression of aortic impedance in a way that allows the direct comparison with the Ees, Ea was derived from the well-known three-element Windkessel model into easily interpretable surrogates. Therefore, Ea is a simplified surrogate of the aortic impedance that uses the three-element Windkessel model for allowing the comparison with Ees and the analysis of VA coupling. However, although this model of the arterial system characterizes many of the main features of the arterial impedance, it fails to reproduce the influence of arterial wave reflections and the arterial wave propagation phenomenon (33). Moreover, since Ea gathers all the components of the Windkessel model into one single number, it does not inform about their relative contribution (34). Therefore, Ea cannot replace the arterial input impedance, and it should only be used as an integrative measure of the arterial load for assessing VA coupling.

Another known limitation of the VA coupling assessment relies on the assumption that the slope of the ESPVR can be approximated by a linear relation that characterizes the myocardial contractile performance (35). This relation was usually described in isolated heart preparations but, in the intact cardiovascular system, the influence of the contractile state and loading conditions could affect the linearity of ESPVR. Therefore, even if this assumption seems to be valid over a broad physiological range of contractile and afterload states, ESPVR may be curvilinear on extreme conditions (36,37). The contractility-dependent curvilinearity of ESPVR seems to be related to changes in the length-dependent activation of the myofilament (36). Furthermore, Ees is also known to be influenced by the geometric and biochemical properties of the ventricle. So, changes in the ventricular mass and geometry, as seen during aging or with the ventricular hypertrophy associated with arterial hypertension, may be related to changes in Ees independently to the ventricular contractility (8). Therefore, although acute alterations in Ees are likely to reflect variations in ventricular contractility, chronic modifications in Ees may represent the combined effects of contractility and changes on the geometric and structural properties of the ventricle (28).

Assessment of ventriculo-arterial coupling at the bedside: single-beat Ees and peripheral Ea estimation

Single-beat methods for estimating Ees

Considering the inherent difficulties related to measuring intraventricular pressure and volumes at the patient’s bedside, different methods for estimating Ees and Ea have been proposed (38). These single-beat methods have been developed to solve the need for cardiac catheterization and the requirement of altering loading conditions for
calculating the load-independent slope of ESPVR. These methods assume that the slope of ESPVR can be obtained from a single cardiac cycle without changing loading conditions, as required for the standard calculation of Ees. However, these techniques also have limitations.

The most straightforward approach for estimating Ees is the ratio of $P_{es}$ to end-systolic volume (ESV) \((39,40)\). This single-beat method simplifies the complexity of the conventional multiple-beat-derived Ees to a single pressure-volume relation, assuming that the $V_s$ intercept is negligible compared with ESV:

$$Ees_{sb} \approx \frac{P_{es}}{ESV} \quad [6]$$

However, this single-beat method should be considered as a crude surrogate for Ees, since assuming a constant volume-axis intercept will make the slope of the $P_{es}$-ESV relationship load-dependent \((41)\) (Figure 7).

Another well-known method for estimating Ees is the non-invasive single-beat method described by Chen et al. \((42)\), which is based on a previous empirical estimation proposed by Senzaki et al. of a normalized population-averaged elastance \([E_{ND(avg)}]\). This time and amplitude-normalized $E_{ND(avg)}$ was shown to be relatively constant for a wide range of physiological conditions \((43)\). However, in Chen's method, individual variations from this $E_{ND(avg)}$ are considered using the information from non-invasive hemodynamic monitoring tools, such as standard echocardiography and peripheral blood pressure measurements.

Ignoring the potential inaccuracies introduced by the non-invasive pressure and echocardiographic measurements \((41,44)\), the main limitation of this method relies on the assumption that $E_{ND(xb)}$ is nearly constant over a wide range of physiological conditions and unaffected by cardiac diseases. However, further experimental and clinical studies have failed to demonstrate the validity of this assumption \((41,45,46)\) and raised doubts about the precision of this estimation \((38,45)\). Despite these drawbacks, Chen’s method is still recommended for the evaluation of Ees in clinical practice \((47)\). Fortunately, further improvements in this technique have been made, although they are still pending validation in critical care patients \((46,48)\).

**Peripheral estimation of $Ea$**

The calculation of $Ea$ requires obtaining $SV$ and $P_{es}$ measurements. While SV can be easily estimated at the bedside using standard hemodynamic monitors or echocardiography, the $P_{es}$ still requires cardiac catheterization. As arterial pressure measurement is part of the standard monitoring in critically ill patients, several attempts have been made to estimate $Ea$ using peripheral arterial pressure. These estimates are mostly based on mean aortic pressure \((11,22)\), 90% of the systolic aortic pressure \((19,49-51)\), or the aortic dicrotic notch pressure \((52-54)\). In clinical practice, 90% of the radial systolic pressure has been extensively used as a surrogate for $P_{es}$ \((1)\). However, considering how the arterial wave reflections may influence on peripheral measurements and the constancy of mean arterial pressure (MAP) across the arterial system, the $Ea$ estimate based on MAP/SV seems to offer a better surrogate over different hemodynamic conditions and interchangeably when measured in any peripheral arterial site \((55)\).

**VA coupling in critically ill patients**

After laying the basis for understanding the basic principles of assessing VA coupling, we can now describe how these concepts could be applied and what their relevance could be in critically ill patients. Bearing in mind that many of the interventions frequently performed in these patients can directly or indirectly affect the arterial load and the ventricular function, questions such as “Is the ventricle ready to face an increase in arterial pressure?” or “Will the arterial system change after the introduction of an inotropic drug?” are essentially related to the evaluation of VA coupling. Physiologically speaking, it is reasonable to argue that the assessment of VA coupling should be of interest in critically ill patients \((1)\). However, because of the need for invasive measurements, the evaluation of VA coupling in critical care has been scarce until the introduction of single-beat methods and non-invasive technologies, such as echocardiography. Nevertheless, although increasing, the number of clinical studies performed in critically ill patients remains still limited.

Below, we summarize some of the current evidence about the use of the VA coupling assessment in the critically ill patient.

**VA coupling and pharmacological interventions**

One of the most common interventions in critical care is the use of norepinephrine for restoring arterial blood pressure. The complex effects of this vasopressor on contractility and loading conditions, affecting both arterial and venous vessels, make the prediction of its hemodynamic effects a challenge.
In this regard, Guinot et al. recently studied 28 patients with arterial hypotension in the postcardiac surgery period and demonstrated that the Ea/Ees ratio predicted the increase in the SV in response to a norepinephrine infusion (56). Although all patients corrected arterial hypotension, only those with an altered VA coupling also increased SV. Therefore, the cardiovascular response to norepinephrine depends on the effects on the vascular system and cardiac contractility, but also on their interactions.

Another typical therapeutic intervention is the use of inotropes. Guarracino et al. evaluated the effect of a single intravenous bolus of levosimendan on VA coupling in 15 ischemic cardiomyopathy patients (57). Ees was calculated as the slope of the line from two Pvc/ESV measurements obtained at baseline and after a metaraminol infusion. Pvc was estimated as the arterial dicrotic notch pressure, and ESV was measured using transesophageal echocardiography. In these patients, levosimendan decreased Ea and increased Ees, which decreased VA coupling (from 1.76±1 to 0.83±0.2, P=0.002). These authors demonstrated that levosimendan improves VA coupling and cardiovascular performance by enhancing myocardial contractility and reducing afterload.

**VA coupling in sepsis and septic shock**

Sepsis and septic shock represent a characteristic entity of critical care and a challenge for hemodynamic management. Hemodynamic disorders in sepsis frequently involve all components of the cardiovascular function. They are characterized by a variable degree of cardiac dysfunction and a loss of peripheral vasomotor tone (58). Both phenomena may affect the interaction between myocardial performance and peripheral vascular function. So, it is easy to understand the potential interest in evaluating VA coupling in these conditions. Guarracino et al. compared hemodynamic data from 25 septic shock and 25 non-septic patients upon ICU admission (9). These patients were studied after initial fluid resuscitation but before starting vasoactive therapy. VA coupling was studied by combining the estimation of Ees by the single-beat method and the peripheral Ea. VA decoupling was defined as an Ea/Ees >1.36. Septic shock patients had a lower Ea [1.4 (1.1–1.48) vs. 2.3 (2.02–2.45) mmHg/mL, P<0.0001], but also a proportionally lower Ees [0.7 (0.59–1.1) vs. 2.1 (1.57–2.3) mmHg/mL, P<0.0001]. So, VA coupling was significantly higher in septic patients when compared with non-septic group [1.81 (1.49–2.03) vs. 1.07 (0.95–1.18), P=0.01]. This clinical study was the first demonstrating that septic shock was associated with a VA decoupling, mainly related to an impaired LV performance.

Similarly, in a prospective cohort of 63 elderly patients with septic shock, Yan et al. demonstrated that VA coupling (Ees = Chen’s method and Ea =90% systolic arterial pressure/ SV) was independently associated with 28-day mortality (10). Despite similar levels of cardiac output and MAP, VA coupling was lower in survivors than in non-survivors (1.61±0.56 vs. 2.09±0.55, P=0.001), mostly because of a higher Ees.

Guarracino et al. have recently performed a comprehensive hemodynamic evaluation, including VA coupling assessment, in 50 patients at the early stages of sepsis and after sequential hemodynamic interventions (volume expansion, norepinephrine, and dobutamine infusion) (59). They found that VA decoupling was again present during early sepsis, confirming their previous results, with no significant differences between survivors and non-survivors. Volume administration restores VA coupling, while norepinephrine worsened it because of an increase in Ea without a concomitant rise in Ees. Dobutamine has the opposite effect than norepinephrine, increasing Ees without affecting Ea, which resulted in an improvement in VA coupling. This study not only corroborates the relevance of VA coupling on septic patients but also highlights how the usual therapy could affect VA interactions.

Regarding the use of norepinephrine in septic patients, we have recently confirmed the decrease in LV efficiency using a different methodology (60). Using instantaneous carotid pressure and aortic blood flow analysis, we have demonstrated that the increase in norepinephrine was associated with an augmented systolic LV workload and worsened LV efficiency. These effects were mediated by a higher pulse wave velocity and a more significant influence of arterial wave reflections during ventricular ejection.

Another new field of sepsis research is the heart rate control using beta-blockers. Although there is some evidence that such intervention may improve patient outcomes (61), it is still a matter of debate and controversy (62). One of the physiological mechanisms proposed behind this intervention is a reduction in Ea and the potential improvement in VA coupling. Morelli et al. demonstrated that the rate reduction with esmolol resulted in a significant decrease in Ea while improving SV (63). Unfortunately, these authors did not measure Ees, which precludes any definitive conclusion about the eventual impact of this therapy on VA coupling.

**Effects of anesthesia on VA coupling**

Although the studies focused on the impact of anesthetics...
on VA coupling have been mainly performed in the operating room, they could have relevant implications in the management of critical care patients at the time of choosing sedative drugs. Pittarello et al. prospectively evaluated the effects of a slow-bolus of remifentanil on VA coupling and LV mechanical efficiency in 14 patients undergoing elective coronary artery bypass graft (64). Using transesophageal echocardiography for ventricular volumes and radial dicrotic notch pressure for estimating \( P_{es} \), they calculated \( Ees \) by creating two end-systolic PV points (at baseline and after an afterload increase with a metaraminol infusion). They found that a slow-bolus of remifentanil decreased both \( Ea \) and the \( Ees \) while keeping constant VA coupling and close to the values reported for healthy adults (0.64±0.26 before and 0.68±0.19 after remifentanil, P: N.S). These authors also suggested that, even if a slow-bolus of remifentanil decreases afterload, higher doses or a rapid infusion of this drug could be associated with VA uncoupling due to a marked decrease in myocardial contractility.

Right VA coupling

The application of the VA coupling concept on the interactions between the RV and pulmonary circulation relies on the validity of the same assumptions made on the left side. In the early eighties, Piene was the first to describe the interaction between the RV and the pulmonary load (65). He proposed a new approach that translated pulmonary vascular input impedance into the time domain to be related to ventricular performance indices. This innovative approach set the preliminary basis for the development of new strategies for the analysis of the right VA coupling.

Although the study of the interaction between the RV and the pulmonary circulation has gained significant interest in chronic pulmonary hypertension (66,67), the right VA uncoupling is not an unusual situation in critical care. This right VA uncoupling may be originated by a primary problem on RV systolic function or due to a pulmonary load mismatch. Primary RV dysfunction is a common situation on septic patients, RV myocardial infarct, or cardiac surgery (68). On the other hand, increased pulmonary load has been typically associated with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), pulmonary embolism, or even sepsis (69,70). The balance between RV function and pulmonary afterload will eventually determine the right VA coupling and efficiency. In this regard, pulmonary vascular dysfunction (PVD) associated with ARDS may represent a paradigm of how increased pulmonary afterload may define the evolution of RV dysfunction. This PVD refers to a complex combination of pulmonary vascular changes associated with ARDS, involving modifications in arterial vascular mechanics and increased pulmonary wave reflections (70). These changes increase RV afterload and eventually may affect RV ejection performance. The compensatory increase in RV contractility required to overcome the increased RV afterload would probably maintain VA coupling but at expenses of sacrificing RV efficiency. When the right VA coupling is lost, then the transfer of the mechanical energy from the RV to the pulmonary circulation becomes compromised (71). Noteworthy, strategies aimed to prevent or minimize the impact of PVD on ARDS patients are not only pharmacological. Lung protective ventilation or even prone positioning may have a role in the unloading of the RV and improving right VA coupling (70).

Future directions

Bearing in mind the potential usefulness of VA coupling, the authors of this review consider the following areas of particular interest for future research in the critical care setting:

(I) Reliable methods to evaluate VA coupling. In this way, we need accurate and precise methods for assessing VA coupling or, preferably, \( Ea \) and \( Ees \) independently. These methods should be ideally developed using routine hemodynamic monitoring tools. Preferably, they should also allow the continuous tracking of VA coupling changes. Although non-invasive assessment of right VA coupling still seems a far shore (67,72,73), considering the significant impact of RV dysfunction and acute pulmonary hypertension in critically ill patients, the interest in this field should be encouraged.

(II) Description of the VA coupling in relevant situations and interventions. As stated above, the current knowledge about the VA coupling in critically ill patients is still scarce. More information is needed about the potential role of VA coupling in severely ill patients and how our therapeutic interventions could affect it.

(III) Closely related to the previous question, we should also answer the question: is it possible to improve the patient’s outcome with interventions focused on optimizing VA coupling? Although we are still far from answer this question, we should first consider...
that such optimization is not guaranteed or even defined in critically ill patients. Furthermore, there is still little information about how to proceed or if an intervention aimed to optimize VA coupling will improve prognosis. However, determining the role of VA coupling as a potential therapeutic target, and the best way to achieve an optimal level of coupling seems to be a reasonable priority.

**Conclusions**

VA coupling characterizes the interaction between the myocardial contractile function and the load opposed by the arterial circulation. This interaction defines the cardiovascular performance and efficiency and can be analytically defined by relating ventricular and arterial elastances. Although the calculation of VA coupling requires invasive measures of ventricular pressure and volumes, non-invasive single-beat methods for Ees and peripheral estimates of Ea have been developed. These non-invasive surrogates, even if limited, have already demonstrated their potential application in critically ill patients.

Although VA coupling is a well-established and valuable tool for understanding how the cardiovascular system works, its acceptance into the intensive care culture is still taking its first but promising steps.
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